**Fain**

**PURE MINIMALISM**

The Runtal Fain offers very delicate tubes consistent with the minimalist style that is popular today. The Runtal Fain is the only Runtal radiator manufactured of stainless steel and is available in both an electric and hydronic version. Electric models are offered in either direct wire or plug-in versions and have Runtal’s exclusive soft touch five setting (off/lo/med/hi/ timer on hi for 3 hours) digital control. Hydronic models offer bottom piping. The Runtal Fain is also unique in that as well as being used in a closed loop hydronic system it may also be attached to a domestic re-circulating water system.

---

**Dimensions:**
- Height*: 33.1”
- Width: 19.7”
- Depth: 3.5”

**Electric Models:**  FTRE-3320**
- Watts/Amps: 300W / 2.7 amps
- BTUH Heat Output: 1024

**Hydronic Models:**  FTR-3320
- BTUH@180°F: 984

The Runtal Fain is UL Listed.

*Note: For 120 volt electric models, add 4.3” in height for control

**D – Direct wire or **PG – Plug-in with six foot cord.

www.runtalnorthamerica.com